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CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Call the Land Use (meeting unrecorded due

2

to technical difficulties with the sound system)

3

Short recess.

4

RECESS:

5

RECONVENE:

6

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

7

(Gavel.)

8

problems.

9

1:38 p.m.
1: 39 p.m.

Call the Land Use Committee back to order.
Sorry for that little delay.

Technical

At this point the Land Use Committee is going

10

to be discussing Item No. 17, LU-17, the Manele

11

District amendment for the State Rural District to

12

State Urban District for Terraces at Manele.

13

this time we have had questions for -- directed to

14

the applicant.

15
16

And at

Vince, would you and your staff please answer
the questions that were directed to you.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair.

Yes.

Yes.

Mr. Chair.
Yes, Mr. Kane.
Oh, I'm sorry,

22

questions are from where?

23

from the Committee?

24

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

25

members.

No.

I didn't -- The

From you, Mr. Chair, or

The questions are from the Committee
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Okay.

Thank you.

Let me take two seconds to recognize all

3

of the members of the Committee that are here.

4

Council members Kane, Carroll, Hokama, Molina,

5

Nishiki and Tavares.

6

Johnson and Council Chair Pat Kawano.
Okay.

7

8

11

Everybody else, this is a recessed

meeting, so we're going to go into it now.
Vince, if you will make your presentation and

9

10

Excused are Council members

questions and answers.
MR. BAGOYO:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

12

Land Use Committee.

13

Vince Bagoyo, and I'm representing Castle & Cooke,

14

the applicant.

15

president of our company, Mr. Ed Gremlich, and if

16

you have any specific questions,

17

here to respond.

18

Munekiyo, here.

Dr. Brock,

I believe David Raatz

19

asked Dr. Brock to be here.

He is the one who is

20

doing the marine investigation along the Hulopo'e

21

Beach Park as required I believe by the State Land

22

Use Commission.

23

Development and Marketing.

24

Ralph Masuda with our Maui office.

25

Good afternoon.

And my name is

Here with me we also have the

We also have our consultant, Mike

John Revells, our Director of
And, of course, you know

If I may, Mr. Chairman,

I just want to
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1

briefly give you some general overview of our

2

application.

3

Terraces at Manele Increment III, a multi-family

4

residential complex of up to 47 townhouse units that

5

are situated within the limits of the Manele Project

6

District.

7

approximately 12.4 acres is situated adjacent to the

8

Challenge at Manele Golf Course.

9

property is currently undeveloped and is occupied by

10

Our company's proposing to develop the

The project size consisting of

The subject

kihawi trees and shrub vegetation.
The existing development within the Manele

11
12

Project District consists of hotel, golf course,

13

multi-family and single-family projects.

14

multi-family uses include two previous increments.

15

The first increment is Increment I, which is known

16

as Site B and it was completed in 1999.

17

which is currently under construction and when it's

18

completed, it will be a total of 27 units on Site A.

19

Site A is 9.3 acres.

20

what's before you today is Site C, which is

21

approximately 12.4 acres adjacent to the existing

22

Challenge at Manele Clubhouse.

23
24
25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

The

And Site A,

Site B is 8.2 acres.

Vince, would you do me a favor?

bring the mike a little bit closer to you?
MR. BAGOYO:

Sure.
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1

Our request before you is a district boundary

2

amendment from the State Rural District to the State

3

Urban District for the Terraces at Manele Increment

4

III.

5

Rural District.

6

approved by the County Council I believe in December

7

of 1998.

8

District and the zoning is Lanai Project District 1.

9

The Lanai Planning Commission held its public

The current land use designation is a State
The Lanai Community Plan what was

The current plan is Manele Project

10

hearing on our application on August 16th of 2000

11

and September 27th of 2000.

12

public hearing there were three persons testified in

13

support, one person regarding past approval, and one

14

comment from -- I believe from the Fire Department

15

who came over to make its presentations during the

16

public hearing.

17

the Lanai Planning Commission one person testified

18

regarding past approval.

19

On the August 16th

On September 27th public hearing by

And also, for your information, the Lanai

20

Water Advisory Committee also reviewed the

21

application.

22

believe September 22nd, and their comments from that

23

Committee I believe is in your binder for your

24

review and information.

25

the Water Department, I saw her earlier, is here,

They reviewed it on September -- I

I think Ellen Kraftsow from

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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1

who has staffed the Lanai Water Advisory Committee.

2

The Lanai Planning Commission in its meeting

3

of September 27th, 2000 recommended approval of our

4

application.

5

any no vote during that meeting of the Lanai

6

Planning Commission on September 27.

I didn't -- I didn't think there was

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I did took the liberty

7

8

of responding in writing some of the questions that

9

were raised during the -- both the site inspection

10

of your Committee on Sept -- on August 13th.

11

letter to you and to the Committee members -- I

12

believe the first letter was sent on Sept

13

August 22nd, 2001, specifically the issue of the

14

current litigation on the Manele Golf Course.

15

hope that I have responded adequately regarding your

16

concerns and the issues that was raised -- that were

17

raised during that meeting.

18

The second letter is

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Vince.

explain what that was.

21

brought up, what the status of the legal -MR. BAGOYO:

on

And I

Vince, why don't you go and

20

22

My

That was a question that was

Yeah, if I may, just a general observation,

23

Mr. Chairman, the issue of the Manele Golf Course

24

centers around one condition, and that's Condition

25

No. 10, which states in part, and I don't have the
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1

specific condition, that the Manele Golf Course

2

shall not use any potable water for the irrigation

3

of the golf course.

4

condition is potable.

5

Commission under the show cause that was initiated

6

in 1993 or '94 regarding this issue after the

7

hearings of the State Land Use Commission, they have

8

issued a cease and desist order ordering the company

9

to cease operations at the Manele Golf Course based

The key word under that
And the State Land Use

10

upon the allegations that Condition No. 10 is not

11

being met.

12

As a result of that order by the State Land

13

Use Commission, we took the Land Use Commission and

14

the intervenor to court and that's before Judge

15

Raffetto.

16

by the Judge Raffetto is in your binder and

17

specifically states that the company is full

18

compliance of all of the conditions imposed on

19

Manele Golf.

20

the decision of the State Land Use Commission to

21

issue a desist order is very capricious and

22

arbitrary, that they have no jurisdictions issuing

23

that decision.

24

decision by Judge Raffetto in my response to you on

25

August 22nd.

And I believe the order and the decision

In fact,

full

their decision states that

And I -- I have included that
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CHAIR ARAKAWA:

The August 16th response and right behind
the court

2

the August 16th response is the

3

judgement that Vince is talking about.

4

your binders, Council Members.

5

MR. BAGOYO:

So it's in

The issue right now with regards to Judge

6

Raffetto's decision is being challenged by the

7

intervenor, and this is before the State Supreme

8

Court.
And, finally,

9

in your -- during your site

10

inspection and the Committee meeting on August 13th

11

there was -- there were a number of questions that

12

were asked.

13

questions and

14

detailed as I can.

15

my October 4th letter.

16

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

And I took the liberty to look at those
and try to respond to them as

Hold up.

And -- and they are outlined on

Two things.

17

the October 4th letter?

18

the

19

MR. BAGOYO:

Did everybody find

It's the second page after

Judge Raffetto's court ruling.
I believe one of the questions that were

20

asked by -- if I'm not mistaken, by Councilwoman Jo

21

Anne Johnson actually is Item No. 2 of my -- my

22

letter, you know, what land use entitlements have

23

been received for the project district?

24

what new entitlements are needed for the project

25

district?

And No.3,

So I did try to outline and respond to
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1

those questions that were raised by Councilwoman Jo

2

Anne Johnson.

3

And I think the final questions that was

4

raised is the total build-out as permitted by the

5

project district ordinance, and I have attached the

6

project district standard that was approved

7

regarding this project, the zoning standards, which,

8

for example, for the single family it is a .85 units

9

per acre, and for multi-family it is 3.34 units per

10

acre.
And the only other additional project that --

11
12

that we have down at Manele as you know and you're

13

familiar with as part of the community plan approval

14

by your -- by the Council, if you recall, the County

15

Council have added 25 acres multi-family above the

16

Manele Harbor and as -- and as a compromise,

17

the Hulopo'e Peninsula as an open space, if you

18

recall.

19

the Manele Project District.

20
21

kept

And that's the only added project within

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

And that's on question

answering

question 2 on page 3

22

MR. BAGOYO:

Correct.

23

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

24

MR. BAGOYO:

25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

-- of your October 4th --

That's correct.
Okay.
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MR. BAGOYO:

Finally, Mr. Chairman, the -- under the

2

zoning standards we can build up to 47 units based

3

on 3.34 acres per unit; however, we are looking at

4

reducing the density from 47 to 42 units based upon

5

our market study.

6

units and less density probably is a better market

7

for us.

8

that questions, if you want him to come forward to

9

go over the -- the General Plan and

And we

we think that a larger

And John Revells can maybe elaborate on

and then

10

we'll be more than happy to respond to any questions

11

that -- after his brief remarks,

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

13

Okay.

if you want.

Hold on a couple seconds.

Of the questions that were submitted, the

14

answers that we have gotten so far,

15

that needs more clarification on those specific

16

questions that were asked and Vince is reporting

17

back on?

18

MR. BAGOYO:

is there anyone

I might add, Mr. Chairman, if I may,

just a

19

final comment that when the -- the Lanai Water

20

Advisory Committee reviewed the -- our application,

21

one of the things that -- that we always follow is

22

to make sure that the allocation of water of any

23

projects on Lanai is consistent with the approved

24

Draft Water Use and Development Plan, which is

25

attached to my communication as well.
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1

allocation for Manele for potable water for the

2

Manele Project District under the Water Use and

3

Development Plan is 1.03 million gallons a day

4

average.

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

6

MR. BAGOYO:

7

Plan.

Okay.

It's in the 1997 Water Use and Development

8

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Councilmember Hokama.

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.

What disappoints me this afternoon is

10
11

information we had asked at our August 13 meeting

12

that we don't have responses to.

13

Kraftsow and she's shaking her head no that she is

14

disagreeing with Mr. Bagoyo on the 1.03 figure.

15

Chairman, if I may ask Ms. Kraftsow from the

16

Department of Water Supply, are you disagreeing with

17

Mr. Bagoyo's number that he gave for the allocation,

18

Ellen, or are you disagreeing with something --

19

something totally different?

20

MS. KRAFTSOW:

But I see Ms.

I'm just looking for my table here.

So,

My

21

recollection had been -- and I -- before I actually

22

disagree with him, I need to check -- that the

23

overall allocation for the entire Manele Project

24

District was 1.03, that represented potable and

25

nonpotable.

But I'm just -- I have the table in
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1

front of me,

2

quick, so give me a minute.

3

I'm just trying to add it up real

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

In the meantime, Mr.

4

Chairman, while Mr. Bagoyo has submitted to us a lot

5

of information,

6

Committee on August 13th was two major components

7

that is not part of this submittal.

8

the status of all the conditions of approval from

9

the Land Use Commission,

I think what we had asked as a

One, what is

from the Council,

from the

10

SMA requirements, and where are they now?

11

those conditions listed down for Manele Project

12

District?

13

in status?

14

We do not have that today.

What has been completed?

What were

What is ongoing

What has not even been addressed yet?

Second thing we asked was maps of all the

15
16

wells, how the wells are being used, the rotation of

17

the pumpage.

18

to us is accurate and we do know in the last ten

19

years of no pineapple production that we are

20

basically using less water than before, then what is

21

the condition of our one and only aquifer?

22

not submitted here, either.

23

If the information that is presented

And so, you know,

24

out,

25

think we need.

That is

in my -- to not drag it

I think there's, you know,

information that I

Unless that's here today or they
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1

have it ready for submittal, I would prefer we just

2

defer this whole meeting on this whole item.

3
4

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

We can ask Vince the questions that

Councilmember Hokama are asking.

MR. BAGOYO:

What -- We went over the minutes and, again,

6

I -- we just took the liberty of going over the

7

minutes and the -- during that meeting and try to

8

see what all the questions that were raised, and I

9

tried my very best to look up those items.

And if

10

there's any other informations that -- that I have

11

missed or we have missed --

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

In discussion today Councilmember Hokama

13

is asking some questions.

14

water issues that he's talking about,

15

something that you can address?

16

MR. BAGOYO:

Yeah.

Is it -- as far as the

One of the things that,

is that

for example

17

and I appreciate Council -- Councilman Hokama's

18

comments.

19

for example, the SMA approval that we have received

20

on phase 1 and 2 and 3, one of the requirements by

21

the Planning Department before we can proceed is to

22

submit a compliance plan report, you know, to make

23

sure that we are in compliance with the -- with the

24

conditions that were imposed by both the SMA

25

approval and the zoning approval.

On the projects that we have approval,
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1

compliance reports are submitted to the Department

2

of Planning.

3

they are on file before the Planning Department, so

4

maybe if maybe John can respond to that question.

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

I don't have it offhand with me, but

Hold on two seconds.

John, is that

6

something that you guys can produce, the compliance

7

requirements and progress of the compliance at this

8

point?

9

MR. MIN:

Mr. Chairman, we can provide -- we can provide

10

that information to the Committee.

11

here, but we can make it available.

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Is it conceivable that you can get it and

13

how long would it take?

14

can run down and get in file?

15

We don't have it

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Now,

Is it something that you

I want it all from the day of

16

the first approval to today, all conditions, all

17

status.

18

MR. MIN:

Yeah.

If that's the request, it probably will

19

take us a little time to get at.

20

information may be in storage.

21
22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Then the answer is you can't do it

today, so

23

MR. MIN:

24

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

25

Okay.

Some of that

We would not be able to do that today.
Okay.

That's fine.

Then we'll take that

into consideration and we do want to get that
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information for Councilmember Hokama.

2

around that particular question and at the end of

3

the day we're going

4

whether we're going to defer or not, so --

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Let's work

we're going to be deciding

Mr. Chairman.

Councilmember Tavares.
Point of information.

Yes.
The report that he's referring to,

10

the compliance report, is that just specific to SMA

11

conditions, or does it also incorporate Land Use

12

Commission conditions?

13
14

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

What are you referring to specifically,

Riki?

15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

16

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

18
19

All conditions.

So Land Use and SMA?
Land Use Commission, SMA, Council

conditions.
MR. MIN:

Yeah.

Yeah.

There might be several compliance

20

reports.

We have compliance reports related to

21

application such as an SMA or project district

22

application that we process.

23

Commission has their own compliance reporting

24

procedure, so we're going to have to go back and dig

25

out those as well.

The State Land Use

So there
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

MR. MIN:

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

5
6

7

Do you have copies of --

Yeah.
-- of compliance reports for the

State Land Use Commission?
MR. MIN:

I believe we do.

I believe we do.

And if we

don't, we'll -- we'll get copies of them.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

You know, it seems to me, Mr.

8

Chairman, that, you know, the onus is on the

9

proposer of the project to produce the documents,

10

not for our Department to go run around and go look

11

for the stuff.

12

what's being requested,

13

copies of reports that they submitted to the various

14

agencies and,

15

than say that it's their responsibility to do it,

16

think it's the project's responsibility to produce

17

those documents.

18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

You know,

if that's -- if that's

you know, they must have

you know, so I -- you know,

rather
I

I can understand what you're saying and if

19

we could get it -- Because we're not on Lanai and

20

they can't go to their files,

21

available right now.

22

topic and come back with it, they'll have time to be

23

able to put it together and then the developer would

24

have the responsibility.

25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I was asking if it was

If we're going to defer the

Chairman, they've had three months
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2

18

to get this information for us.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

I understand, Mr. Hokama.

But, again,

3

let's go through what we can complete out and see

4

where we are.

5

Ellen.

6

MS. KRAFTSOW:

Just that downstairs -- I can run down and

7

get -- I have a -- a table that has all the Manele

8

ordinances and amendments and how those affect the

9

number of units and water conditions.

I don't know

10

about the other conditions, but I have that in

11

tabular form downstairs.

12

bring it upstairs, but it would take me about five

13

minutes to go get it if you would like it.

And I regret that I didn't

And also I have with me,

14

I don't know if the

15

Council has it in their binders, the minutes of the

16

September 22nd meeting where we based on those

17

changes looked at the revised allocations of water

18

and how they should be in the LWAC quoted on that.

19
20

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
Ellen?

21

MS. KRAFTSOW:

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

23
24
25

Is that the one from Mr. Gima,

Excuse me?
Is that the communication from Mr.

Gima to -- to us?
MS. KRAFTSOW:

There's a letter dated September 22nd which

summarizes that discussion.

That is signed --
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1

that's -- we wrote it, but, yeah, it was Mr. Gima.

2

And then there's -- we wrote it in response to the

3

Committee's discussion, so you know how that goes.

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

5

MS. KRAFTSOW:

You just

Yeah.
it.

But then there are also

6

the minutes of that meeting, which have tables which

7

have -- subsequently were approved by the LWAC as

8

being accurate, where we looked at what the old

9

acreage and new acreage and old units and new units

10

were and how many were approved so far and how much

11

each unit would be -- how much gallonage from

12

potable and nonpotable sources would be deducted for

13

each unit.

14

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Ellen, thank you very much, but what

15

Councilmember Hokama is asking is a lot deeper than

16

just the water issue, so he's asking for all the

17

conditions that have been proposed to this point.

18

So while you would be able to get the water part of

19

it, we need to get a bit more information then,

20

believe.

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I

Mr. Chairman.

Councilmember Hokama.
Thank you.

Ellen, what -- if you

24

can explain to the Committee this afternoon, what is

25

the Lanai Water Advisory Committee being asked to
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1

review tomorrow regarding this, regarding this

2

application?

3

MS. KRAFT SOW :

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

5

Regarding
I noticed that you have a posting

for a meeting tomorrow at 1:00 p.m. on Lanai.
1:30, yeah.

6

MS. KRAFTSOW:

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Oh, 1:30 on Lanai, excuse me, on

8

the water, Lanai Water Advisory Committee.

9

have Manele Project District as one of the items for

10

discussion.

11

that -- part of that meeting tomorrow?

12

MS. KRAFTSOW:

And you

Is this request anything to do with

Right.

Basically that agenda, it got kind

13

of -- when I had

14

staff person for me because I was off island and I

15

did not make clear as I should have that that was a

16

tentative item based on -- you know, we reviewed

17

this back in September of 2000 and here we are in

18

December of 2001.

19

agenda as I was getting ready to leave the state,

20

but I hadn't reviewed all the new documents

21

sufficient to know if there were any changes since

22

our discussions of September 2000, so I e-mailed the

23

group, including the company, to see if there were

24

any changes or new concerns.

25

that it was the same item, but that they had reduced

that agenda was sent out by a

And I did get notified of the

And Vince did respond
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1

the housing units.

I don't know about -- of whether

2

there have been any changes to the club units or

3

anything like that.

4

tentative item.

5

concluded today that, the group would possibly be

6

discussing a request to Council for some kind of

7

earlier distribution of packets.

8

have seen them and reviewed them with the Planning

9

Commission, that when it's been this long we might

So that was on the agenda as a

I think that if this item were

Even though we

10

want to know a little sooner and with more depth of

11

like what's going to the Council members to review

12

so that we could compare with the group beforehand,

13

just in deference to those concerns.

14

Terraces item was really just to see if there were

15

any outstanding concerns or changes that the group

16

was worried about.

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

But the Manele

Did that answer your question?

Well, I think it was interesting

18

for us to know that while we've been asked to

19

consider this today, the Advisory Committee that we

20

have at times deferred action awaiting their

21

comments is taking this up tomorrow.

22

MS. KRAFTSOW:

Right.

But they also took it up in

23

September of 2000 and this is just my attempt to

24

verify that there had been no changes.

25

does take a while for things to move from Planning
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to Council.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Right.

And that is why, Chairman,

3

that I had requested that we be presented with the

4

current situation of the aquifer and how everything

5

else on the conditions of previous approvals of

6

whether they've been forgotten,

7

forgotten,

8

completed.

9

reasoning, but I think it's important to know that

but I haven't

is not going to be addressed or has been
You know,

I may be in error of my

10

when we place conditions of approval, we expect

11

those conditions to be met and fulfilled.

12

Land Use Commission has a procedure whereby through

13

either annual reports or a submittal of fulfillment

14

of the condition they have to go back to the Land

15

Use Commission to get recognized that they fulfilled

16

that condition and it's taken off of their list.

17

You know, there's things that I think we should know

18

about regarding the archaeological conditions, the

19

water conditions, the park development conditions,

20

where are they?

21

developer's intent to meet them at what date, at

22

what phase?

23

supported this projects, which has supported this

24

company to move forward to keep a healthy island

25

deserve to know those conditions that have been set

The State

What is the company's or the

Because I think the community which has
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1

forth in approving this projects, where are we at

2

this time?

3

I don't want them coming down to us -- and

4

again, Members, you know, last budget I asked you,

5

please support me in putting general fund monies for

6

a drainage master plan of our community.

7

supported me and I thank you for that.

8

I go back and check on the conditions of approval

9

for this project and Koele, the company had agreed

And you
And yet when

10

to do an island-wide master plan drainage program at

11

their cost as part of their approval.

12

goodness we saved $50,000 of the County of Maui's

13

general fund because it's something that was a

14

condition of approval that has not been done yet,

15

Mr. Chairman.

16

considerations, I would like to at least know where

17

we are in the fulfilling of past conditions.

18

that is why I continually bring this up today.

19

is something that Mr. Murdock and I have discussed

20

at various times.

21

response and timely submittal for us to have

22

consideration.

23

third phase and I know what it is as part of our

24

total development for Manele, but I will not give my

25

support until I can get those responses to ensure

And so thank

And, therefore, for future

And
It

He had assured me of proper

Because I would like to support this
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1

that we are continually moving in the right

2

direction.

3

only aquifer on one island.

And I will not jeopardize the one and

4

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

And the Chair

5

concurs.

6

applicant, to be sure that all the questions that

7

were asked are responded to.

8

to be sure that everybody is satisfied that before

9

you make a decision, you're adequately given the

And we have asked the developer, the

10

information that you need.

11

the discussion.

12

that are here, and, again --

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

14

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And the Chair intends

So we'll continue with

There were some -- and the people

Well, Chairman, please.

Yes, Mr. Hokama.
Mr. Bagoyo is correct on Condition

16

10 of the Land Use Commission.

And Judge Raffetto

17

ruled on that land use condition.

18

you will look at the County ordinance in the books

19

on the Project District 1 Manele, it is also part of

20

our law of no potable use for golf course operation

21

in black and white on the County's laws besides

22

being a condition of the Land Use Commission.

23

it is something that we have done County-wide, not

24

only to golf courses on Lanai, Mr. Chairman, but we

25

say on all golf courses in the County of Maui no
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potable water.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

And the caveat to that, Councilmember

3

Hokama, is that we also passed a regulation that

4

said if potable water is necessary for specific

5

reasons, that they have to come to the Council and

6

get approval for that.

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

That's correct.

And we have shown

8

we have responded to the Lanai situation, Mr.

9

Chairman.

Every single person took into account

10

unique situations and we gave temporary use of

11

potable water as provided through our authority

12

under ordinance criteria.

13

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

In any case, we understand that.

There were questions also on the runoff and

14
15

the quality of water in the bay, so, Vince, you have

16

brought someone that can explain the water quality

17

in the bay?

18

MR. BAGOYO:

Yeah.

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

20

MR. BAGOYO:

Dr. Brock.

Dr. Brock is here.

Okay.

I just wanted to point out -- and thank you,

21

Councilman Hokama, on the clarification about the

22

ordinance as on Manele.

23

water for the irrigation of the golf course down at

24

Manele.

25

we are not using at all.

We are not using potable

And I just wanted to clarify that because
Under the ordinance of the
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1

Manele Golf we are allowed up to an average of

2

650,000 gallons a day for the use of the high level

3

brackish water for the golf course irrigation,

4

that's what's being used both wells on Lanai.

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

We also had in our last meeting and

6

we've had subsequent discussions with the Fire

7

Department as to conditions for sprinklers.

8

have Neal Bal here representing the Fire Department.

9

At this time what I would like to do is have him

And we

10

make his presentation so that we don't have to tie

11

him up all day and understand better what he's

12

trying to request as far as safety for fire

13

mitigation.
Neal.

14

You can move my tablet now.

It's just

15

that bright light shining directly at me is getting

16

to me.

17

(Gavel. )

Short recess while we're setting up.

18

RECESS:

19

RECONVENE:

20

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

21

2: 13 p.m.

2:15 p.m.

to order.

22

Call the Land Use Committee meeting back
(Gavel.)

Go ahead.

23

MR. BAL:

Mr. Chair -- and -- yeah, can you hear?

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

MR. BAL:

Okay.

Speak up.

Mr. Chair and members of the Council, I
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1

am Captain Neal Bal with the Fire Prevention Bureau,

2

Maui Fire Department.

3

that we have one station on the Lanai.

4

speak with the little authority as I spent two and a

5

half years there as the engineer who drives the

6

truck down that steep hill and hopefully we have

7

brakes at the end of the -- of that steep hill.

8

it takes us an average, under code 3 conditions,

9

going down the hill with lights and siren,

And my concerns on Lanai are
And I can

And

15

10

minutes to get there.

11

another site, say we were doing a rescue in the

12

North Shore or a lost hunter or whatever the case

13

may be, it might be some time before we can address

14

any problems down there; for instance, the building

15

on fire in Manele.

16

Now, if we are at a

at

So I pointed out once before that all the

17

rest of the hotel property there is sprinkled, and

18

for a very good reason.

19

you today is -- comes in two short parts.

20

part will show you the impact of sprinklers,

21

sprinklers, and it has a lot of relevance to what

22

you're going to see in the second part.

23

video pretty much projects what you're going to find

24

in a rural situation like Manele Bay.

25

And what I'm going to show
The first
fire

And this

And with that, we'll get this thing started.
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(Video presentation.)

2

MR. BAL:

Okay.

That was the first part.

And if you

3

noticed in there, what they had to light up this

4

fire is a curtain that you would -- it's a heavy

5

curtain that you'll find throughout any home and

6

that's why it took them a little time to light up.

7

Now, that's just the curtain giving off in a very

8

short period of time up to 400 degrees.
And the second part will show you the

9

10

difference between responding to a fire or having

11

the sprinklers right there at this scene.

12

second short segment is the part which I'm trying to

13

point out to everyone.

14

(Video presentation.)

15

MR. BAL:

16

That will be a little plug in there.

And the

We're

looking for the next section.

17

(Video presentation.)

18

MR. BAL:

Okay.

Thank you for watching this.

The rest is

19

propaganda and -- as you saw in some of the scenes,

20

but this is what I wanted to present to you and the

21

problems that I foresee being at a distance from the

22

Department.

23

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

You saw the presentation and I would like

24

for Neal to be able to explain why we're making this

25

presentation.

If you'll notice in the permitting
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1

process, the Department had signed off on the fire

2

protection and yet we're bringing this up because

3

it's a concern that I think we really need to

4

understand.
So if, Neal, you can explain the

5

why this

6

is signed off on and what your position is on this

7

and perhaps you can answer questions.

8
9
10

MR. BAL:

Okay.

Chair.

I'd -- I didn't hear the first part, Mr.

What was that one?

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Just explain the Department signing off,

11

why, and then what your position and what you're

12

trying to accomplish here.

13

MR. BAL:

Okay.

You know, many years ago, when I was

14

the -- an inspector,

I was asked to look at the

15

the first part when they built the first part down

16

in Manele and to make comments.

17

did.

18

I still don't know what happened to them, but when

19

these -- when the second phase or whatever phase

20

this is now came up and being in the position that I

21

am in,

22

that may be a neighbor or may be there, but also the

23

distance that has to be traveled to get there and

24

also, you know, the people that are there and

25

whoever my people from the Fire Department is going

Handed it in,

I

What happened to those comments -- till today

I am very concerned not only with the people
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1

to be going into seeing what we might end up with.

2

And I just cannot understand why the rest of the

3

properties are sprinkled and this one isn't.

4

know what the code says,

5

don't like anybody else trying to interpret the code

6

to me,

7

comments on the code where that is concerned.

8

is a difference from what is there on Lanai and just

9

how safely we should treat our people, our visitors

And I

I don't pretend -- or I

I know exactly what it says, and I do have
There

I think

10

or whoever is going to be staying there.

11

the -- the video said pretty much all that I would

12

have had to say.

13
14
15

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

It speaks for itself.

Any questions?

Riki.

Councilmember

Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So, Captain,

I can appreciate you

16

showing us what you did.

17

before us today with this specific request from

18

Lanai -- from Lanai under Castle & Cooke Resorts,

19

what are you asking us with this request, Captain?

20
21
22

MR. BAL:

In relation to what is

I'm asking that these buildings be sprinkled,

all of them.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

And then maybe Mr. Bagoyo or

23

someone from Castle & Cooke Resorts can tell us

24

where are we with this particular -- with this

25

project only, right?

You're not talking about the
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earlier increments now?

2

this proposal, which is increment 3-C?

3

asking us for consideration?

4

required to have sprinklers, is that what you're

5

asking us?

6

MR. BAL:

Yes.

You're just talking about
What are you

That this proposal be

And the projects beforehand, I would

7

request that they also be retrofitted with

8

sprinklers.

9

Lanai, I was asked that question, also.

And I recall one meeting that we had in
I says, I

10

don't think the County should put themselves in that

11

predicament to where they're going to ask that these

12

be sprinkled and those be left alone.

13

make any sense.

14

yes,

15

of it and any further ones that may come up.

16

It does not

And that's what I would require,

I would be asking this Council to sprinkle all

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Is this request being asked of

17

consistently for other projects on Maui as well as

18

Molokai?

19

MR. BAL:

What -- why it's different here is because it is

20

a rural area and we do not have backup stations in

21

the area.

22

it.

23

Works or whoever else would volunteer to help.

24

Air One helicopter is only able to ferry so many

25

people over there.

There is one fire station there, that's

And the closest help would be maybe from Public

But, you know, we're talking
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1

about a very small window of time that you're

2

allowed, and immediate response is what's required.

3

After that, it's, you know,

4

the problem.

5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

just mop up.

So that's

I understand that, Captain, but to

6

mandate -- I don't know if you're asking us to

7

require it, mandate the retrofit of the previous

8

increments, or have us make a request to the

9

developer?

10

MR. BAL:

Well, I -- Councilman, I would -- I would say

11

first that I would like this request for the new

12

ones that they do sprinkle.

13

leftovers, I would take up with the -- the legality

14

of that with Corporation Counsel.

15

a rural area and not covered like the rest of the

16

Maui County, this is a special situation that I am

17

looking at.

18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

And then as far as the

Councilmember Hokama,

Because it is in

I believe in the

19

scope of what we're looking at, we can look at this

20

as a condition on this request.

21

passed before us, I believe, is out of our purview

22

for this discussion.

23

requiring a sprinkler system in this particular

24

segment, what's before us, I believe that's within

25

our authority.

What has already

So if we are going to be

Over and beyond that, to retrofit, I
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believe we have to bring up in a different venue.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I understand, Chairman.

And,

3

again,

I'm looking at one, of course, the safety of

4

our residents or the employees, the safety of the

5

visitor.

6

legitimate concern, you know,

7

insurance carrier of that property would have a

8

legitimate concern, too, because they're going to

9

insure the facility,

And besides the Fire Department's
I'm sure that the

so they would have a concern

10

that the assets they're being asked to provide funds

11

for a reconstruction or -- or whatnot be -- are

12

responsible from the developer's point of view.

13

I'm -- I'm coming at is but, you know, we need to be

14

fair.

15

All

Okay.

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

No,

I didn't -- I want you to continue

16

your questioning.

17

put this in perspective in the questioning in what

18

we can and cannot do from our Committee as I

19

understand it.

20

can work on or what we don't have before our

21

Committee,

22

separate item because I don't believe it's within

23

the discussion points of this Committee.

24

ask whatever questions you want --

25

All I wanted to do was try and

What we have before our Committee we

I sort of want to leave that as a

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.
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CHAIR ARAKAWA:

-- but, you know --

2

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Just so that we are clear, then,

3

Mr. Chairman, if you would, please, Captain, the

4

current Fire Code does not require the sprinkler you

5

are asking to have part of the -- of a condition of

6

approval or whatever at this point in time?

7

MR. BAL:

At this point in time, that is correct.

And--

8

But when you -- when Mr. Minatoya and I get a chance

9

to sit down and look at a particular section of the
it may corne down to interpretation.

But

10

code, we

11

the fact is what I'm trying to project right now is

12

I would like to make this a part of the approval.

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

Okay.

14

what the Captain is saying.

15

Chairman.

16
17

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

I

I understand

Thank you, Mr.

Any further questions for Captain Bal?

not, thank you very much.

18

MR. BAL:

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Thank you.
At this time, Vince, there were

20

discussions as far as we were -- we were going to

21

start discussions as to water quality, so if you

22

could bring your expert down.

23

If

MR. BROCK:

Good afternoon and thank you for allowing me

24

to speak.

My name is Richard Brock and I have been

25

the water quality monitor for that project, Hulopo'e
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Manele Project, since 1989.

2

since construction started on the golf course in

3

January '93, we have monitored quarterly.

4

over there on a fairly routine basis.

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

6

MR. BROCK:

7

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

8

MR. BROCK:

9

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

And so we monitor --

And

Mr. Brock.

Yes.

Yes.
Let me interrupt you for a few seconds.

Yes, sir.
The -- There was a submittal by Mr. Brock.

10

It's in the back section of your binder.

11

last half of the last section.
Okay.

12
13

MR. BROCK:

So we're

Okay.

It's the

Go ahead, Mr. Brock.
I didn't realize you folks had the

14

report, the latest report there.

I apologize for

15

its length.

16

done so for a long time.

17

this period of time are several interesting things.

18

The first was Hurricane Iniki that was very apparent

19

and not unexpected.

20

effect of a small number of large rainfall events,

21

you know, where we get a big rainfall over a short

22

period of time and there's runoff, surface runoff to

23

the sea.

24

They occur not only at our stations -- We have these

25

permanently -- these stations permanently set up

But we monitor and, as I said, we have
What we have seen over

Secondly, we have seen the

We have seen those -- those events occur.
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over there in the ocean.

2

in front of the development, but we have stations

3

away from the development in control areas.

4

we've seen the same things happen in the control

5

areas that we see in the experiment -- what we call

6

the experimental sites.

7

Not only at the stations

So

The bottom line, without taking a lot of

8

time,

is the changes we have seen have been due to

9

natural events.

We have not been able to find

10

anything significant due to the development,

11

input from the golf course, this sort of thing.

12

look very carefully for that.

13

in this project -- on this project site.

14

like
We

We have not seen that

I think probably the easiest thing to do

15

would be to answer questions rather than -- I could

16

go on for an hour up here if you wanted me to.

17

you to sleep.

18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

19

quality.

20

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Put

There were questions as to the water
Councilmember Hokama.
Dr. Brock, I just have one question

21

and -- and I don't know what your answer is going to

22

be, but with the development of lands above the

23

Hulopo'e Bay area which is part of a State Marine

24

Reserve with adjacent -- and with the Manele Bay

25

area, has the development through its construction
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1

of -- whether the golf course improved the old,

2

natural conditions of the bay itself?

3

MR. BROCK:

Yeah, that's a very good question.

And,

4

actually, this most recent rainfall event helped to

5

answer that.

6

may want to look at.

I think there's some pictures that you

7

?:

8

MR. BROCK:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10
11

Pardon me for a moment.

Pass them down.
Yes.

They're aerial shots.
Wait.

Wait till you get to the mike

to talk.
MR. BROCK:

Those are aerial shots taken around the island

12

in this last rainfall event about a week ago.

13

if you look at the area fronting the golf course in

14

Hulopo'e Bay, you'll notice the water clarity.

15

is taken, you know,

16

the water clarity is pretty good.

17

around to the other side of the island where there

18

is no development at all, and there was quite a bit

19

of runoff.

20

differences in local rainfall falling,

21

much fell where, that's a factor.

22

understanding is there was a fair amount fall -- I

23

haven't seen the rainfall totals, but someone else

24

here might be able to tell us what the rainfall

25

totals are for the golf course area.

from helicopter.

And

This

The water

Then you go

Now, part of that is probably due to
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But in general the golf course was designed

1
2

to hold water on site, so it's sloped in ways to

3

retain water rather than to let it run off, and

4

that's -- that's a helpful feature.

5

idea of covering the ground with living material,

6

you know, plants, it makes it much better.

7

the old, dry watershed, when we got a Kona rain -- I

8

mean, I don't need to tell you folks.

9

I'm talking about.

That and the

Because

You know what

You see it around all the

10

islands where we have dry watershed and then we get

11

big rainfall, the ocean turns red.

12

do happen, natural rainfall events.

13

these pictures do show that quite nicely.

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

15

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

16

18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

If

Yes.

Councilmember Nishiki.
Thank you.

Sir, are you familiar with the kind of

20

chemicals used by golf courses?

22

MR. BROCK:

23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

Thank you very much.

not -COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

24

And, anyway,

Any further questions for Dr. Brock?

17

21

Okay.

So those things

I guess I'd have to answer yes, I am.
Have you been hired -- or, first

of all, what is your background?
MR. BROCK:

Okay.

I'm a marine biologist.
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I work --

1

also do a lot of water chemistry studies.

2

I wear one hat working at the University of Hawaii,

3

I'm with the Sea Grant College Program.

4

a consultant hat, and I have done so for the last 25

5

years.

6

since the middle 1980s and carried out studies both

7

as a university researcher as well as a private

8

consultant looking at the impact of golf courses and

9

sewage on near shore marine areas and what it does

I also wear

I have looked at golf courses in this state

10

and what it doesn't do.

11

carried out on the Big Island, a little bit of work

12

in this part of world around this island, and some

13

around Oahu.

14

it's, as I said, as a consultant.

15
16
17

Some of it's grant money, some of

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

MR. BROCK:

If I did that, I would not be able to work at

the university.

19

way.

21
22

And -- and depending upon what hat

you wear, do you corne out with different answers?

18

20

These studies have been

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

That's -- it just doesn't work that

Okay.

So can you tell me what

these studies have shown?
MR. BROCK:

Basically we have not seen a lot of negative

23

impact on golf courses constructed in the last 15 to

24

20 years.

25

yes, because the materials they used in the old days

Golf courses that are older than that,
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1

did not break down.

2

which are now all banned by EPA, so -- So we don't

3

see a lot of negative impacts.

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

They were different materials

Let me ask you this:

When we look

5

at ocean environments throughout the state, have you

6

noticed that in areas where there have been no land

7

development, that perhaps no land development where

8

water runoff does occur, that these ecosystems

9

within the ocean are more pristine?

10

MR. BROCK:

Generally you could make that connection.

11

Another connection you can make is areas where

12

development has occurred or areas that are closer to

13

development are also areas that have greater access

14

for the fishing public, so they also receive more

15

fishing pressure.

16

has to look at when you start talking about, you

17

know, pristine and abundance of resources and that

18

sort of thing.

19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

That's another factor that one

Right.

Now, have you seen any

20

connection -- I guess you've seen connection, then,

21

with urban development upon ocean environment?

22

MR. BROCK:

You see a connection.

Extreme examples are

23

things like Alowai(?) Canal and places like that.

24

You can find examples that are bad news, yes.

25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

And so where you see heavy
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1

concentrations of drainage runoff, and that is

2

concrete drainage channelization, thereby normally

3

those environments have had environmental

4

degradation, ocean environments?

5

MR. BROCK:

The -- where you have channelized, you very

6

I don't like doing blanket statements, black and

7

white --

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

MR. BROCK:

Right, okay, generally.

-- but in general where you have a high level

10

of development, particularly development that was

11

done years ago with little concern about these sorts

12

of issues that we have before us today or that we're

13

aware of today, yeah,

14

oftentimes because of the high sediment loading,

15

that sort of thing, that's carried into the ocean

16

when you get big rainfall events.

17

more to pollution than just anthropogenic or

18

man-made pollution.

19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

you do see degradation

Okay.

There's a lot

How much impact have had on

20

the environments, marine environment, where near

21

shore -- what would I say? -- oceanfront

22

developments have occurred?

23

MR. BROCK:

Due to the development itself?

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

MR. BROCK:

Yeah.

Exactly.

It's -- in general -- we're not -- we have
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not -- I'm talking in very general terms.

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

3

MR. BROCK:

Yes.

Modern oceanfront development, we have not

4

seen degradation that can be attributed directly to

5

the development per se.

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

7

MR. BROCK:

8

9
10

Okay.

We sometimes see changes

we can see

degradation if somebody messes up
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:
MR. BROCK:

Right.

-- and they push dirt in the ocean or it gets

11

undermined, you know, they get too close to the

12

ocean.

13

know, where the roads are real close to the ocean

14

and we get high surf and stuff.

You have a lot of examples here on Maui, you

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

16

MR. BROCK:

Right.

So that kind of development, yeah, definitely,

17

it makes a change in the near shore water right

18

there,

19

impacts the coral and the like.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Let me ask you, then, do you know

20

if golf courses that use certain chemicals compared

21

to developments that -- Are they different chemicals

22

used on golf courses compared to,

23

has a lot of greenery and -- and application of

24

chemicals?

25

MR. BROCK:

Okay.

say, a hotel that

Oftentimes the same chemicals.
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1

vary.

2

tend to use more,

3

look specifically for the compounds that are used in

4

greatest -- in the greatest amount, you know,

5

through -- through the year.

6

golf course and we go and we specifically sample for

7

those things.

8

effort and money.

9

pesticides.

10

Usually golf courses, because of their size,
just because of their size.

We

We get lists from the

And we've spent a lot of time and
We don't find the modern

Now, as I said, we have examples that are

11

very bad with very bad pollution from old golf

12

courses and mostly from old urban areas, Honolulu,

13

Manoa Valley.

14

polluted streams in the United States of America for

15

chlordane, which was a termite turbicide that was

16

used years ago.

17

another -- another chemical.

18

that occur in very high levels, but those are old

19

chemicals, they're not used anymore, they're not

20

used in our modern golf courses, but they were used

21

in urban settings.

22

Manoa Stream is one of the most

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And also for dioxin, which is

Right.

So there are chemicals

What about -- what about

23

areas where there -- there has been buildings and

24

lumber treated or ground cover treated prior to a

25

building being put --
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CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Councilmember Nishiki,

I'm letting you ask

2

questions, but you're starting to get away from the

3

project and the direct effect in the area.

4

try and word it around that project.

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

So you

I'm trying to do it only

6

because we're going to see a -- a development here

7

and -- and there is no other place where the runoff

8

is going to occur as we see more development occur

9

than in the Manele Hulopo'e Bay, which has class

10

double A waters.

11

more urban development occurs,

12

necessarily mean there is going to be -- and I

13

presume that nobody is going to stop watering their

14

lawns or everything around, that the concentrations

15

will ultimately impact this area of Hulopo'e and

16

Manele?

17

amount of development that occurs down there,

18

what I'm trying to tie in, Mr. Chairman, with this

19

most sensitive area.

sir, does this

And so we should be concerned with the

20

MR. BROCK:

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

22

MR. BROCK:

23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

24

MR. BROCK:

25

So I'm looking to substantiate as

is

Well--

So could you --

You want me to expound on that for a moment?

Again,

Yes.

in general terms,

I have to look to

places where is we have studied.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

2

MR. BROCK:

Right.

And I try to look for worst-case scenarios.

3

You know,

I have got to look at in the modern

4

context.

An example might be at Waikoloa, there's

5

been a lot of development there.

6

golf course there.

7

course like they do everywhere else and they have to

8

water because it's dry.

9

of it, and which makes -- what makes this particular

There's a lot of

They use materials on that golf

They water the dickens out

10

golf course and that setting a sort of a worst-case

11

scenario is that the golf course is not very high

12

above mean sea level.

13

it's right close to the coastline there.

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

15

MR. BROCK:

You know,

in other words,

Right.

And it's on -- sitting on very porous 'a'a and

16

pahoehoe lava, you know, with a -- just a layer of

17

about a foot of soil, you know, maybe 8, 10 feet of

18

crushed rock under it, and then you have got the

19

water table.

20

moves to the sea there, you know, coming from way

21

mauka.

22

examine data from coastal wells, you see a very

23

small elevation in certain nutrients, very small.

24

This is within the range, though, that we find on

25

undeveloped areas, too,

And you have groundwater flow that

And what you see in that case is if you

looking at groundwater.
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1

by the time that water gets to the ocean, it's lost

2

at the shoreline,

3

out.

4

there.

5

you cannot detect an impact.

6

It's just diluted

it disappears.

It's picked up by whatever organisms that are
You don't see it.

And the impact of it is

So I guess what I'm telling you,

I'm trying

7

to answer your question by saying that's the

8

worst-case scenario.

And it's not someplace that I

9

have looked at once.

I have looked at Waikoloa now

10

for about 20 years.

11

find the impact that we assumed was there.

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And try as we might, we don't

Why did we see so much

13

degradation -- and I -- I have heard this only

14

because all our -- you know, we're -- we're

15

surrounded by ocean and where there isn't much

16

flushing action, we see a great amount of

17

degradation within the ocean environments because I

18

have heard that the flushing effect doesn't move and

19

so coral heads and things like this die.

We have

20

heard this happening in the Makena area.

And I know

21

that there isn't much flushing along your South

22

Shore as there is on the North Shore.

23

question is why, then, have we seen so much

24

degradation within our ocean environment?

25

the main cause of the degradation?
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1

MR. BROCK:

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

3

It's a whole bunch of things.
But normally attributed to what?

Urban development?

4

MR. BROCK:

Urban -- Well, take Oahu, for example.

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

6

MR. BROCK:

Yes.

Rampant urban development.

I mean, you know,

7

loss of all the loi and all the rice paddies, you

8

know, all of Waialeale was taro and rice fields at

9

one time, 1900.

The filling in of all of that, you

10

know, so you lose a biofilter, if you will.

11

that's not something that was full of pesticides,

12

but it's just stopping the sediment.

13

I'm saying?

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

15

MR. BROCK:

Now,

You see what

Yes.

So we have channeled -- as you mentioned, we

16

have channelized streams.

That carries a lot of

17

material to the ocean very rapidly rather than it

18

getting filtered out.

19

job -- and I mean we, collective we, have not done a

20

good job on dryland areas, you know, around the dry,

21

arid coast lines on our -- you know, around Lanai,

22

around this island, around -- the leeward side of

23

Oahu -- well, Oahu is so built up now, but where you

24

have a lot of kihawi and stuff.

25

big rainfall event, sure, you're going to have

And we have not done a good
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1

runoff.

And studies that have been done have shown

2

that the -- there is more -- actually more what we

3

call turgidous materials, stuff from land, dirt, if

4

you will, from land --

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

6

MR. BROCK:

Right.

-- in the sands on the leeward sides of

7

islands than there is on the windward side, where

8

it's wet as the dickens and it runs off like crazy.

9

And the reason, hey, because we've got better

10

vegetative cover and maybe we haven't developed the

11

heck out of it all, you know.

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

13

MR. BROCK:

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

15

MR. BROCK:

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Right.

So what can I say?

So we've done a lot of --

And -- and -- and --

We've done a lot of bad things.
Now, this is -- this is revealing

17

for us because I think as we develop, it seems like

18

the dry sides are being developed, you know, where

19

there is much sun.

20

MR. BROCK:

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I look at Makena, Kihei area --

Yeah, yeah.
-- where, you know, at one time,

22

you know, we never had that kind of development.

23

You know, this area of Manele Hulopo'e is the same

24

thing, there is not much rainfall there and it's

25

very dry.

And so now we have got the development
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1

because that's what people want to do, they want to

2

create their golf courses, and then we start

3

watering and then we start bringing in plants and

4

then we start making everything green and then we

5

have created this so-called wonderful community,

6

but, yet, there is degradation to the ocean

7

environment.

8
9

Now, the second part of my question is now we
are also dealing on Lanai with sewage treatment

10

plants and what -- Have you done specific studies on

11

sewage treatment plants, what is used and where it

12

goes through injection wells or whatever and what

13

occurs to that area?

14

MR. BROCK:

Typically--

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

16

MR. BROCK:

Okay.

Go ahead.

Typically, you know, in the case of

17

Lanai, you mentioned the dry side being developed,

18

and if I just might respond to that just for a

19

second.

20

know,

21

I mean, you know, they say a picture is worth a

22

thousand words.

23

doesn't mean that every time it rains,

24

gets in the ocean on the Hulopo'e side.

25

wouldn't -- I wouldn't even begin to go there with

Then I'll answer your sewage thing.

You

those pictures sort of speak for themselves.

I can stand up here and talk.
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that.

2

particular instance it looked as if the area, the

3

developed area did a much better job at not allowing

4

runoff to get into the sea than what happened in the

5

undeveloped part of the coast.

6

may have been related strictly to rainfall, but I

7

suspect it was a fair amount of rain falling on the

8

golf course area.

9

But what I'm saying is is that in that

Okay.

Now, as I said, that

Now, with respect to sewage, I conduct

10

studies -- in fact, we have ongoing studies right

11

now with Department of Health, US EPA,

12

years looking at like the Honolulu sewer outfall,

13

the Barber's Point sewer outfall, major sewer

14

outfalls, the impact of that material on marine

15

communities, on the coral and the fish and stuff.

16

And I'll tell you,

17

impact -- Now, where the Honolulu outfall is and the

18

Honouliuli or the Barber's Point outfall, they're

19

both in deep water below diving depths, but just in

20

shore of that we can get to it, we sample right up

21

around there using remote equipment, but the area of

22

impact is extremely small.

23

scale of you're talking maybe three or four times

24

the size -- maybe, I'll be generous, ten times the

25

size of this room for a pipe that's serving hundreds

just right upfront, the zone of

I mean, it's on the
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1

of thousands of people a day.

It's a very small

2

area.

And you go outside of

3

that, some of the best fishing around that part of

4

the island is around the sewer outfall.

5

know why, because you've got a lot of armor stone,

6

cap rock, so the fish are attracted to the cap rock.

It's on a sand bottom.

And you

Where we can dive on it, Mokapu, we can dive

7

8

on Mokapu off of Kaneohe Marine Air Base, and that

9

one is at just about 100-foot depth, a little over

10

100 foot,

so we can work right there, right at the

11

outfall.

There's fish and coral right up on top of

12

the outfall.

13

time and time again.

14

I mean, it -- we have demonstrated it

So the impacts aren't what people think they

15

are.

There's a big misnomer here on what happens.

16

I'm not saying it's -- that it's all good and rosy.

17

I'm saying that the impacts are surprisingly small.

18

And some of them are quite positive.

19

waters are what we call

20

oligotrophic, means not a lot of nutrients in it,

21

and when you put that juice in there, you're juicing

22

'em, you know, and it helps certain things.

23

helps coral.

24

high nitrogen environments.

25

thought otherwise, but it's been shown in recent

You know, our

the biologists call

It

A lot of corals thrive very well in
And for years people
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years that that is indeed the case, so -- but -COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

So these baseline studies that you

3

have done started on Lanai prior to any development

4

except for the golf course?

5

MR. BROCK:

No, no, no.

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

7

MR. BROCK:

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

MR. BROCK:

Okay.

The hotel was there.
Right.

The golf course had not been started.

We

10

started our work in December 1989.

11

construction started in January 1993.

12

we collected data previous -- prior to that

13

development and we 1 ve continued up to the present

14

time.

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

The golf course
So, you know,

In other words, you can go to a

16

certain depth or certain level of Hulopole or

17

Manele --

18

MR. BROCK:

Yeah.

19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

-- and you snap a picture, bang,

20

this is what the coral looks like.

21

year do you go and snap that same picture, and then

22

the third and fourth and tenth year you snap the

23

same picture again?

24

MR. BROCK:

25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

The following

We go back right to the same spots.
Right.
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MR. BROCK:

I use a visual quadrant thing.

We do take

2

some pictures, but basically a visual

well,

3

basically we put down a square and we count

4

everything in the square.

5

same spot.

6

do, do.

7

came, boom, we saw quite a change in certain -- not

8

everywhere, but patchy.

9

elsewhere throughout the state because we did a lot

We put the square in the

And we have seen the coral go do, do,

You know, like when I said, when Iniki

And it's what we saw

10

of work throughout the state following that.

11

stuff has come back.

12

event,

13

back -- we had a big rainfall event.

And

And then we see a big rainfall

I think it was January '96

I'd have to go

'97.

14

?:

15

MR. BROCK:

16

?:

17

MR. BROCK:

'97?

(Inaudible) .
Okay.

'97.

But it was right at the beginning

18

of the year and it -- it rained liked the dickens

19

and turned the water red.

20

one species of coral in Hulopo'e of -- I'm doing

21

this from memory, it was like 1.2-percent decrease

22

in that one species of coral.

23

down the coast was like 1.1-percent decrease.

24

then, you know, subsequent to that everything comes

25

right back.

And we saw a decrease in

Our control stations

So, you know, these systems have
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1

evolved with this occasional input, you see, you get

2

runoff and stuff, it's been going on for thousands

3

of -- millions of years.

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Let me ask you this:

Do you -- do

5

you also look at the type of plant environment that

6

is growing there that --

7

MR. BROCK:

Limu.

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

MR. BROCK:

I beg your pardon?

Limu.

10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

11

MR. BROCK:

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yes.

Yes, sir.
And have you seen any -- any

13

different type of species that have come in around

14

that area?

15

MR. BROCK:

This island is bad.

This island has got a lot

16

of alien -- what we call alien species, new

17

arrivals.

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

19

MR. BROCK:

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

21

Have you seen --

22

MR. BROCK:

It's bad on Maui.
Lanai has it?

Lanai doesn't have.

No.

Yeah.

No.

Oahu is real bad.

What about Manele Hulopo'e?

We're fine.

We're okay.

We have

23

one that's over there, but it came in in 1950.

24

a -- I don't know a Hawaiian name for it.

25

acanthopra.

It's a genus of this thing.
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1

common limu that's found everywhere throughout the

2

whole state, but it carne in in 1950.

3

on -- in -- you know, over there in Hulopo'e.

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

5

MR. BROCK:

It's over

Okay.

But we don't have abundant limu over there.

6

And the reason is is because the fish communities

7

and the urchins and the like, you know, graze them

8

down.

9

pretty nice shape there.

10

They keep -- The marine communities are in

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

This is -- this is what I'm

11

driving at.

So now you're saying that none of these

12

aliens have corne in and ambushed and eliminated

13

certain other types of plant species in the ocean

14

environment that certain fishes come and eat, so you

15

have not seen that occur?

16

MR. BROCK:

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

18

19

We have not seen -Okay.

Nor have you seen the fish

population of any type changed, an imbalance of any?
MR. BROCK:

Well, it goes up and down.

I -- We do what we

20

call underwater census where we count everything in

21

a certain area, and, you know, because fish move

22

around, one -- one time things are up, the next time

23

they're down, they're back up, so it bounces around.

24

But in general the fish communities are -- are in

25

reasonably good shape on Lanai, you know.
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island area, you know,

2

they're in pretty nice shape.

3

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

4

COUNCI1MEMBER NISHIKI:

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

for around the high islands,

Okay, Councilman Nishiki.
Yeah.

Hold on a couple seconds.

Is there

6

anybody else that wants to ask questions in this

7

area?

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

10

Just one question.

Councilmember Kane.

COUNCI1MEMBER KANE:

If I may.

One of the pictures that

11

you showed us, and I don't know who has the

12

pictures, one of the pictures is showing a

13

correlation to where the development is with runoff

14

and then where there's no development, there's no

15

runoff.

16

take a look at it and if maybe we can concur with

17

that.

18
19
20
21

MR. BROCK:

So maybe I'll give this to you and then you

I -- you know,

I didn't shoot the pictures,

so -COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

But because you're the -- the marine

biologist --

22

MR. BROCK:

Yeah.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

-- maybe you can -Is that the one with the pier?
No.

That's the other side,
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

?:

4

Yeah.

No.

Which one's -- this is, obviously, the Hulopo'e side.
That's Hulopo'e.

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

8

three --

9

Yeah.

Okay.

Why don't you show the -Yeah.

Let me find the picture.

-- the two major different areas, maybe

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah.

My concern is not the -- the

10

north side of the island where, obviously, there's a

11

lot of runoff.

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

15
16
17
18

It's on the

Toward the end.
Trying to find the picture.

Was there anybody else that wanted to ask

questions of the
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

our expert after this?
I just -- (inaudible) for the

record.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

And then I'll let Wayne continue,

19

but I wanted to give everybody a chance because

20

we're going to be cutting this off fairly soon.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I'll figure it out.

22

Chair, I'll yield.

23

but I'll yield.

24
25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Sorry.

Mr.

Let me just find the picture,

Riki, why don't you ask your

question while Dain is looking for his picture?
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Dr. Brock, were you -- are you -- were you

2
3

made aware of the condition of Hulopo'e Bay prior to

4

the establishment of the Marine Conservation

5

District?

6

MR. BROCK:

Was I made aware of?

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I'm sorry, I don't --

Of what was the situation of the

8

bay prior to the establishment of the Marine

9

Conservation District.

10
11
12

MR. BROCK:

My understanding is it was receiving a fair

amount of use.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

We had a lot of use.

We had

13

problems with the visiting vessels discharge into

14

the bay.

15

MR. BROCK:

Yeah, yeah.

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

The amount of fish or marine sea

17

life was a big difference on the upper

18

spectrum as it is currently today.

19

MR. BROCK:

20

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

of the

Yeah.
And -- and so I was wondering if

21

you were aware of the State Department of Land and

22

Natural Resources doing any type of baseline

23

assessment during the establishment of the Marine

24

Conservation District and where are we today

25

compared to that baseline?
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MR. BROCK:

Okay.

I remember looking at their data.

2

use a slightly different method than I use.

3

it's come up.

4

you have gill netting in there and stuff?

5

lot of fishing in there.

6
7

8
9

They

Sure,

I believe we had a lot of -- Didn't

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

You had a

We had a lot of things going on in

there.
MR. BROCK:

So,

I mean, there was a lot of different kinds

of activities.

You put all that together, that

10

whole mix together, and,

sure,

you're going to have

11

an impact.

12

in pretty nice shape as it stands right now today.

13

I think the only thing allowed now is hook and line,

14

isn't it?

15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

16

MR. BROCK:

The marine communities, as I said, are

From shore.

From shore.

Hook and line from shore.

And I

17

did look at the old Division of Aquatic Resources

18

data and, yeah,

19

close an area, we see a similar thing, you know.

20

mean, we can look at Honama Bay on Oahu, you know,

21

with all the zillions of people and got a lot of

22

fish in there.

23

for the City and County right now.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

it's come back up.

But any time we
I

We're carrying a study out in there

Anything about water quality from

that point in time to the present?
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MR. BROCK:

Unfortunately not.

I'm not aware of anything.

2

The only water quality data I had -- that I am aware

3

of that are older,

4

precede anything we've taken are some bacterial

5

data.

6

couple of times had taken bacteria samples in on the

7

beach there.

8

you know, things where you're looking for,

9

the chemicals, if you will.

You know,

if you will, older data that

I think the Department of Health a

But not the standard nutrient suite,
you know,

So I think our data is

10

probably the first set of data.

11

it's -- what's turned out after all these years of

12

doing this, going back to the same places, you know,

13

is that we end up having not only the water quality,

14

but all the marine community stuff, we have a

15

dataset which is probably one of the best ones in

16

the state.

17

occasions to help in other projects.

18

personally, but to help the State guys and stuff

19

make decisions about what they should do or maybe

20

not do because the data are really nice.

21

real clean dataset,

22
23

24
25

And,

you know,

And it's been used now on several

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Not for me

It's a

so --

One last question, please, Mr.

Chair, and I'll relinquish the floor.
Is there anything in addition to what is
currently being done either by State DLNR or the
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1

developer that needs to be considered by us this

2

afternoon or in a future time?

3

MR. BROCK:

We have stations, you know, spread all the way

4

from Awehi Gulch, you know where that is, way over

5

on the east side around the corner, all the way

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

7

MR. BROCK:

8

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

9

MR. BROCK:

I grew up there.

I know where

You know where I'm talking about.
I know where you're talking about.

All the way down to the west side of -- where

10

the golf course, you know, terminates on the west

11

side.

12

know, I think it's a pretty good coverage.

So we're spread out to the whole thing.

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

14

MR. BROCK:

Okay.

I mean, you could always say, gee, you could

15

always use more.

16

don't want to go there because it's not fair,

17

know.

18

You

I mean, I could wear that hat.

I

you

I mean, the dataset is a very nice dataset.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

But anything within this project

19

area that's on the request do -- would you ask us to

20

consider or whatever?

21

would be.

22

MR. BROCK:

Yeah.

Yeah.

And I have no idea what it

No,

I think -- I think we're

23

probably okay, you know.

We're probably okay.

24

may add a few more water quality stations, you know,

25

or something like that, but it -- at this point,
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1

I -- I can't really see anything that stands -- I

2

don't see anything standing out that needs to be

3

addressed.

4
5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much, Dr.

Brock.

6

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Councilmember Kane.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I have brought

8

out three pictures.

9

which I'm just -- I'm just making an observation on

10
11
12
13
14

And it may be a setback issue,

the pictures that have been presented to us.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Why don't you hold up the pictures so we

can all see them and then ask the question?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

How about if I give it to Dr. Brock

and then I'll just have him reference them?

15

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

These are the first two

17

pictures that I have (inaudible) you can go there

18

and just

19

MR. BROCK:

Okay.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And, Mr. Chair, all I'm trying to do

21

is just ask for a comment from Dr. Brock based on

22

the pictures that he's looking at.

23

picture is a picture that shows no development

24

whatsoever for probably a couple of hundred yards

25

and it shows the water and then the shore -- the
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1

shoreline and it's a slight cliff and it goes back a

2

couple of hundred yards, minimum.

3

that it looks like a part of a golf course area.

4

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And then behind

Ask him the question.
And the water is -- and the water is

6

real clean right up until the shore.

7

picture is where you have a structure being built

8

and right next to it is a -- like a gully or

9

something.

10
11

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Dr. Brock, can you hold up the pictures

that Councilmember Kane is talking about?

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

14
15

The next

And there's some considerable runoff.

We've all looked at the pictures, so this

will give us a reference.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah.

The second one has some

16

considerable runoff.

And then the third picture is

17

like a side view looking down the coast like towards

18

Hulopo'e Bay, and it kind of gives you an idea of

19

where there's a large area or a large setback where

20

the water is shown to be rather clear, and then it

21

shows a group of structures that are down closer to

22

the water and if you look real good at the picture,

23

you're going to notice that there is actual runoff

24

in the water.

25

perspective of where there's no development right up

And so it kind of gives you a good
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there, the water is clean, even after a rain.

2

then when you get a development up on the water, you

3

have runoff in the water.

4

you see, what I am explaining?

5

again, that's my observation and I wanted you to

6

concur with that observation.

7

MR. BROCK:

I concur.

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

MR. BROCK:

And

Is that something that
Because I'm just

And let me -- let me -So if you can comment on that.

Can I comment on that?

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

MR. BROCK:

Please, that's what I want you to do.

(Inaudible) and we can certainly pass -- Shall

12

we just pass these pictures back?

13

order, one, two and three.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

MR. BROCK:

They're in that

You've got to talk in the mike.

They're in order, one, two and three, but the

16

middle picture sort of shows it best.

17

is, that gully was there before I was ever there.

18

Okay.

19

that have -- and I'm looking at one, obviously, one

20

gentleman that spent some time, a lot of time there,

21

that can go back and tell us more about that gully

22

area.

23

And what that

And, you know, what we need is some people

What I see in there is a cell of dirty water

24

very often.

And it doesn't turn over very fast.

25

And the water chemistry sort of tells me that this
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1

water kind of sits in there and it doesn't flush

2

real well.

3

thing.

4

before anybody put a spade in the ground down there.

5

That would be my guess because I have seen a lot of

6

other places in the state like that.

7

your -- it's a good observation you made,

8

development, no development, you know, where you've

9

got a setback, but I think it's more related to that

And I think that's a completely natural

And I'm going to guess it was like that

You know,

10

gulch.

11

know,

12

there, it doesn't -- what we call evect out or flush

13

out very fast.

14

stirs it all up and it just looks like -- you know,

15

it doesn't look very nice.

16

And that gulch is a natural input.
I mean,

You

stuff goes in there and once it's In

And so any time you get any surf, it

And that's reflected in our water chemistry

17

data.

18

right at the -- right at that stone beach and on out

19

through the bay.

20

go.

21
22

We come right into that gulch.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

We sample

So we pick that up every time we

Thank you.

And, Mr. Chair, all I'm doing is these are

23

pictures that were presented to us and in looking at

24

the pictures,

25

asking the doctor to provide a comment to my

I made an observation and I'm just
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observations to those pictures.

2

the opportunity to do so.

3

anything.

4

his expertise to justify or have an idea of what

5

that may be caused from.

6
7

CHA·IR ARAKAWA:

And I am not implying

I wanted to try and understand and use

I believe it's an astute observation and

I'm glad for the clarification.

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

MR. BROCK:

10

And I appreciate

Thank you.

Thanks, doctor.

Oh, yeah.

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Thank you very much.

At this time, Council Members, we're getting

11
12

very close to the 3:30 time.

13

request from Ron McOmber to testify.

14

make sure we were done with this part of it since

15

Dr. Brock was brought in specifically to answer

16

these questions.

17

Ron testify and -- Any objections?

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

20

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

21

MR. BROCK:

22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

And we have had a
I wanted to

Are there any objections to having

No objections.
No.

If not, thank you,

Dr. Brock.

Thank you.
I'm going to ask Mr. McOmber to testify,

23

and then we may bring you back for a couple minutes

24

for Mr. Nishiki.

25

MR. BROCK:

Sure.

Sure.
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2

MR. MCOMBER:

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.

Thank

3

you very much.

4

meeting in -- for about six hours this morning, so

5

I'm a little late.

6

your indulgence.

7

I was in a Liquor Adjudication Board

I apologize.

And I appreciate

We're still back at one thing.

You guys are

8

looking at 12.4 acres, which doesn't sound like a

9

lot, and this is the way this development has

10

occurred at not only Koele, but at Manele in bits

11

and pieces.

12

look at our agreements, agreements that was

13

formulated from the prior Councils, the MOAs and the

14

agreements that we have with Lanai Company or Castle

15

& Cooke and David Murdock.

16

last 12.4 acres to build the rest of their condos,

17

we have no leverage to have them complete and do

18

what they said they would do for our community.

19

it sounds rough, but that's exactly the way it's

20

going to be.

21

company back to the table and solve the water

22

problems that we've got.

23

for a possible new ordinance for 160,000 gallons of

24

our drinking water to sublet the water at Koele Golf

25

Course because their sewage treatment plant has

What I would like to plead with you is

If you give them this

And

There will be nothing to bring the

Right now we're being hit
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1

failed on them and we have a drought on top of it.

2

But until those things are solved, we have no

3

leverage if you give them this last piece of parcel.

4

This is what's selling.

5

machine,

6

it is, you live in a different world than I am.

7

is money.

This is what's driving this

And if you think it isn't what

Please, before you make a decision on this,

8

find out what they have and have not done to meet

9

their obligation to this community.

This community

10

doesn't deserve this.

11

you give them this last 12.4 acres and let them

12

build out the rest of their 100 condos, we have no

13

leverage whatsoever.

14

have with Lanai Company is because past Council

15

members have requested that.

16

two MOAs that are active law, and I can't say any

17

more than that.

18

And I tell you right now, if

And the agreements that we

We went to law, we had

We did our part, now we want Lanai Company

19

and Castle & Cooke to do their part.

20

failed miserably to uphold their part about the

21

Hulopo'e Park Council, which Charmaine Tavares at

22

that time -- she was Parks and Recreation Director

23

at that time when that was first formulated and

24

we -- it's an agreement with this community.

25

they refuse to come to the table.
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1

these are the little minute things that you probably

2

don't think it's really important, but it's really

3

important to us.

4

We can't bring these people to the table

5

because they say I've been on the Park Council too

6

long.

7

community, folks, and that's not the way the

8

agreement reads.

9

back on track with some kind of input into their

10

I'm the only continuity left in that

So we need to get the community

community.
And, again, thank you very much.

11

I won't

12

dwell on this.

13

please consider Lanai and our agreements that we

14

have with the company before you go forward.

15

you.

16
17

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

I thank you for the opportunity, and

Thank

Thank you.

Any questions for Ron?

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Wayne.
Yeah, Ron, you know, it's

21

unfortunate or maybe fortunate that there are not

22

many people that corne from Lanai or even can corne to

23

meetings like this besides the developer and their

24

representatives and their paid people to testify.

25

And, of course, if you're paid by the company, you
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1

surely are not going to speak against the company.

2

That's what I find,

3

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

anyway.

Your question, Wayne.
Yeah.

The question is:

You

5

mentioned about this Park Council, and was this part

6

of the Memorandum of Agreement and what has happened

7

or what has not happened?

8
9

MR. MCOMBER:

Okay.

And can you be specific?

Specific is we have a gentleman that

was put on the Park Council by the company which is

10

in head of construction.

He and I do not see eye to

11

eye on other things.

12

out is that he had -- he had gone to Pat Birmingham,

13

which was just a retiring CEO of Castle & Cooke.

14

have a new CEO now.

15

Birmingham and convinced him until I was removed

16

from the Park Council, that I had no right to be on

17

the Park Council.

18

with it.

19

that they support that Hulopo'e Park Council, but

20

will no longer participate as long as Ron McOmber is

21

affiliated with it.

And the way he's taken this

We

But he had gone to Pat

And Pat Birmingham went along

And so basically he wrote a letter saying

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

23

MR. MCOMBER:

What was the --

And I'm a member of Lanains for Sensible

24

Growth,

I'm the president of it, and we can put

25

whoever we want on the Park Council.
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1

who can be on the Park Council.

2

from the MOA.

3

and there are seven people from the community, three

4

from Lanains for Sensible Growth and four from the

5

community, like the senior citizens and this type of

6

thing.

7

There is two people from the company

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

So what is the responsibility of

8

the Park Council that -- that you were organized to

9

do, and what has not been done?

10

MR. MCOMBER:

The authority of the Park Council is to make

11

sure that there are benches and tables and barbecues

12

and that there's no camping for outside residents,

13

it's only for residents and guests of residents and

14

guests of the hotel.

15

involved in maintaining that the grounds are well

16

kept and that transient people don't set up camp

17

sites down there.

18

It's -- We are intimately

The company does the cleanup.

The company

19

does the enforcement.

They want the Park Council

20

because it's such a sensitive area, they want the

21

Park Council to do the enforcement.

22

ku1eana.

23

which we have put together.

24

to do so.

25

with the company.

That is not our

Our kuleana is to enforce the park rules,
It took us three years

So the company -- we're in conjunction
We're supposed to be in partners
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1

with Lanai Company on this, and we haven't been for

2

the last almost a year now because somebody in the

3

company has decided that Ron McOmber should not be

4

on this anymore.

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

6

MR. MCOMBER:

7

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

8

MR. MCOMBER:

9

10

Okay.

Ron.

Ron.

And they want me removed.
I believe you're -Okay.

Well, he wanted the specifics, and

that's what I'm giving him.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Well,

I've allowed you to answer that

11

question to a point.

12

Wayne.

As it pertains to the discussion that

13

we're having today, because we're past that 3:30

14

mark for citizens of Lanai.

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Well,

I think the final question

16

is you mentioned about the Memorandum of Agreement

17

and Riki has asked for certain documentations that

18

were --

19

MR. MCOMBER:

Right.

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

-- asked for with the Land Use

21

Commission and the Planning Commission and the

22

Council of the past to make sure that Lanai Company

23

has,

24

conditions.

25

indeed,

followed through with some of those

My question is specifically with the MOA.
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1

What has not been done -- say one of the biggest

2

portions of the MOA, what has not been done by the

3

company that you are particularly concerned about?

4

MR. MCOMBER:

The biggest problem right now is they

5

promised not to use our water from the high level

6

aquifer, and they're still doing it.

7

biggest sticking point right now.

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

MR. MCOMBER:

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

11

MR. MCOMBER:

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

13

MR. MCOMBER:

15

Thank you.

Thank you very much.
Okay.
And, again,

I'm sorry keeping you folks

over, but I appreciate the time.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

16
17

Okay.

They continue to do that, Wayne.

10

14

That's the

Thank you, Ron.

.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

. END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY

Wayne, did you have further questions to

18

Dr. Brock?

19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

I wanted to ask Dr. Brock a

20

question in regards to -- you know, and not that I

21

don't trust you, but I know that you've been hired

22

by -- by the company to do this and so --

23

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

Ask the question so that we can
It's a bit uncomfortable,

I think,

if you get paid to and -- and then speak against it.
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1

But I guess my question is, you know, this has come

2

before us in regards to how we deal with baseline

3

studies and who does it.

4

within the state of Hawaii or even nationally that

5

are -- do the similar things that your -- You have a

6

company?

Is this your company?

It's a sole proprietorship.

7

MR. BAGOYO:

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

MR. BAGOYO:

(Inaudible)

or assessment company?

It's a sole proprietorship.

10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

11

MR. BAGOYO:

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

13

MR. BAGOYO:

14

Are there any other people

Oh, okay.

You're looking at it.
Okay.

Okay.

It's been that way for 20 years.

It's going

to stay that way.

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

16

MR. BROCK:

Sure.

Yeah, right.

You could open the phone book up and

17

look under environmental consultants or

18

environmental engineers, and you would find other

19

people.

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah, but who is -- who does the

21

work like within the ocean environment that does the

22

work?

23

MR. BROCK:

24

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

25

Well,

I mean,

I'm giving you the answer there.

Dr. Brock, I believe Councilmember

Nishiki's question is in the area that we're
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1

discussing, are there other companies that have done

2

research work there that you can quote?

3

MR. BROCK:

Marine Research Consultants is one.

But I

4

will tell you, actually, the Lanai story, if you

5

want to call it that, has been published.

6

have been reviewed, peer-reviewed, so that's really

7

the test, you know.

8

my hands and it gets nit-picked by my colleagues,

9

you know, professorial types from elsewhere.

The data

It's -- it gets totally out of

So

10

it -- some of it was published in a volume put

11

together by the Department of Land and Natural

12

Resources regarding our marine resources in the

13

islands.

14

long-term case study of -- of impact and lack of

15

impact, where the impacts really lie.

16

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

And this was a case study of -- a

So, Councilmember Nishiki, as far as your

17

question as to where other information is, does that

18

satisfy your question?

19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Well,

I guess, are there other

20

scenarios where a company is not the one that is

21

cast with that responsibility of hiring somebody

22

like you?

23

MR. BROCK:

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

Somebody has to -- I'm sorry.
As,

you know,

like, say you were

to say, well, the State should be doing it or
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somebody that's not paid by the company.

2

been scenarios within your realm of --

3

MR. BROCK:

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

5

MR. BROCK:

Have there

On occasion the State does things.
looking at --

You know, like Division of Aquatic Resources.
It's like

6

But somebody somewhere has to pay for it.

7

asking for somebody to build a house for free.

8

doesn't happen.

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Well, yeah.

It

What I'm looking at

10

is as we go through this possible scenario here now

11

with this company coming up for this, we may want to

12

ask that it be done differently for the area

13

because it is a sensitive one.

14

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

So, Councilmember Nishiki, your question

15

as far as whether there are other agencies or any

16

other studies that you know of, you have answered

17

that one other company?

18

MR. BAGOYO:

Maybe, if I can clear it up, Mr. Chairman.

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

20

MR. BAGOYO:

Vince.

The specific condition by the State Land Use

21

Commission is to specifically hire Environmental

22

Assessment Company, which

1S

23

selected by the company.

He was a condition by the

24

State Land Use Commission.

25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah,

Dr. Brock.

I know.
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if I may ask you this, Vince.

2

MR. BAGOYO:

Yeah.

3

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

4

MR. BAGOYO:

Who is paying Mr. Brock?

The condition by the State Land Use

5

Commission imposes that the company pays for his

6

services.

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

8

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

10

Thank you.

Okay.

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

11

Okay.

I'm done.

Thank you very much.

The only reason I'm asking -- I'm allowing

12

the extra time is because Dr. Brock is an expert

13

that we're bringing in.

14

Council Members, any further questions to Dr.

15

Brock?

16

the item pending receiving the information that

17

Councilmember Hokama has asked for.

If not, the Chair is going to that we defer

18

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

20

adjourned.

21

ACTION:

22

ADJOURNED:

No objections.

Any objections?

(Except JJ and PK)

Having no further business, meeting

(Gavel. )

DEFER

3: 40 p.m.

23
24
25
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